
Understanding Your Timesheet
Below is a guide to help employees understand their timesheets with important information
about how to record their time worked using PeopleSync (Workday). Please note that viewing a
timesheet on a mobile device will have similar information displayed, but the information will
appear differently.

Summary
On the right-hand side of the page you will find the Summary box which will list the total number
of hours recorded for the week along with any time off or overtime submitted for the week.

Navigation
You can change between weeks by clicking on the arrows on the side of the page or from the
drop down menu at the top-left corner.

Hours Worked



Each column on the timesheet represents a day.  At the top of each column, you will see the
total hours worked for that day.

In the top portion of the timesheet, you will see time relevant to that day, such as meal breaks,
clock-in/clock-out grace periods, or shift premiums where applicable.

In the bottom section of the page, you will see the times you clocked in and out for work.

For each block of time you will see a status, such as not submitted, submitted, a green box if
approved, or if there is an error that needs to be corrected, which will be indicated by a yellow



box.

Calendar days that are shaded in grey are days when you are not scheduled to work.

Timesheet Exceptions
If your timesheet has any exceptions on it, you will see either a red or yellow Errors banner at
either the top or right side of the timesheet. You will only see it on weeks where errors are



present.

Click into the Errors banner to review the exceptions and make the corrections as instructed. If
there are any critical exceptions in red by the end of a pay period, your time will not be
submitted for approval and may not be paid on time.

Selecting Positions When Entering Time
If you have multiple jobs, whether it is from the time clock or directly on the timesheet, you will
be prompted to select a position when you enter your time for a given day. For students, the
menu will select the “pool position” by default. You should never select this position. If you select
a “pool job” or a job that has already ended, you will not be paid.

If you are unsure about what job you should select, go into the Time application. Under View,
select My Hourly Jobs. The jobs you can enter time for on a timesheet will be indicated with a
green checkmark.

Review Button



When you are ready to submit your time at the end of the pay period, use the blue Review
button at the bottom right of the page. You will see a summary of the hours you are submitting,
and a Submit button.

If there are any critical exceptions in red on your timesheet, or if there are no changes to your
timesheet since last approved, you will not see the Review button.

Unmatched Time Events
If an employee has clocked in and not clocked out, this will create an unmatched event. This
may indicate that time worked was not recorded for that day. If you are unable to edit your
timesheet directly, have your supervisor or approver correct it for you. Any extra unmatched



events should be deleted to prevent incorrect time from being recorded.


